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GovWin Recon, produced by Deltek's Federal Industry Analysis (FIA) team, is designed to support awareness
and understanding of the issues impacting the government and the contractors that serve it. Recon highlights
key developments surrounding government technology, policy, budget and vendor activities.
Headlines beginning with an * include quotes from Deltek analysts.

Federal IT:
Administration releases more guidance to
open up agency data
Agency News:
Air Force awards $14M modification for
space situational awareness prototype
OASIS sparks cheering, challenges
Hacker pleads guilty, targeted DOE
Eight vendors added to $6.9B Air Force
contract

Transparency and Performance:
Administration releases more guidance to
open up agency data
Defense / C4ISR / Embedded Technology:
Contracts for August 28, 2013
Mergers and Acquisitions:
Criterion acquires small business, gains
Alliant contract
State and Local:

Vendor News:
Former IP czar to head software lobby
group
Amazon's other secret cloud win
Ballmer's exit from Microsoft marks the
end of an era
Can Google Glass Help First
Responders?
Terence Milholland pushing to give the
IRS a world-class IT program
Northrop extends logistics work for Navy
shipboard system support
Lockheed nabs $48M contract to support
CDC office
Criterion acquires small business, gains
Alliant contract
IntelliDyne taps new CFO
Cybersecurity:
NIST issues preliminary cybersecurity
draft framework
As ID management pilot takes shape,
early agencies hop aboard
Hacker pleads guilty, targeted DOE
Big Data / Analytics:
Splunk gives admins deeper analytic dive
into virtualization systems

Maryland tech officials lacked control of
broadband project audit says
Analytics for Smarter Communities
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Analytics for Smarter Communities
GovWin Recon is Deltek's daily newsletter highlighting federal government contracting news and analysis
from around the government contracting world. Get it delivered to your e-mail inbox, free!

